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Abstract 

The convergence of GIS and IS offers extraordinary new opportunities. Driven by emerging data, 
system, and application interoperability standards, GIS can now become a central and transparent 
part of business information systems such as asset, financial, human resource, resource, project, and 
customer relationship management. Major advances in mobile computing and wireless 
communications now offer potential for anytime, anywhere location-based information access and 
decision support. This presentation has two objectives: First, to provide definitions and examples of 
the next dimension of GIS, including key organizational, and management success factors; second, to 
detail a proven technical framework for spatial and non-spatial data interoperability using the SAS 
Bridge and ubiquitous access using ESRI’s ArcGIS and the SAS Intelligent Warehousing and 
Information Delivery Portal. This paper will include case studies. 
 

A. Introduction 

The objective of this paper is to elucidate the intersection of SAS and Geographic information 
systems (GIS) technologies, particularly in the public sector. For the most part, SAS technologies 
and GIS have functioned independently in government. Notwithstanding, there are many 
similarities between the technologies: both are integrating technologies; both are analytical 
technologies; and both are strategic technologies. Notwithstanding these similarities, these 
technologies are more complimentary than competitive – that is to say there is alignment. The 
intersection occurs is at three points: 

 Where the spatial (map, geographic, or locational) dimension adds value to SAS 
integration and analytics;  

 Where the non-spatial integration and analytics adds value to GIS; and 

 Where spatial and non-spatial analytical visualization adds value to both technologies. 
 
This paper is organized in three portions. The first provides a primer on GIS technology. The 
second summarizes the potential and limitation of the intersection of GIS and SAS technology. 
The final provides two case studies of how SAS and GIS can compliment and enhance one 
another.  

B. GIS Primer 

GIS is a technology that was conceived in 1960’s and has matured, albeit somewhat slowly, since 
that time. It is a technology that has had a profound impact in the public sector and is used 
across government agencies in support of numerous business functions (which are discussed in 
more detail below).  
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GIS technology does four things: 
 
Graphic Display. At its core, GIS is mapping technology. That is, it provides a geographic1 
representation of physical and cultural2 features in a cartographic way. The kinds of geographic 
representations include satellite or airborne images (raster data) and points, lines, and polygons 
(vector data).  
 

Figure 1: Graphic Display 

 
 
 
Mapping With Attributes and Intelligence. GIS data is intelligent. That suggests that GIS data 
is not just images, points, lines, and polygons. Each of those kinds of features may have 
characteristics or attributes associated with them. For example, a parcel of land has many kinds 
of attributes: owner; zoning classification; assessed value; taxing district(s) location; etc. 
Generally, these attributes are considered “non spatial” data. Non spatial data takes many 
forms. It can be text, databases, document images, drawings, as-built drawings, photo-logs, 
survey and geodetic control records, and values, etc. 
 

                                                           
1  The term geographic refers to the concept of real world location, not just map features. Location is 

determined by latitude-longitude, coordinates or some other means to describe actual location.  
2  Cultural features are man made or administrative representation of things such as parcel ownership 

boundaries, taxing districts, and derived physical features such as watersheds that are not inherently 
visible. .  
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Figure 2: Mapping with Attributes and Intelligence 

 
 
Data Integration by Location. Not only is GIS data intelligent, it is integrative. Data integration 
by location has several implications. First, location becomes an organizing principle. Second, 
spatial and related non-spatial data may be combined from a variety of sources so long as it is 
geographic3. The combination of these offers new, unique intelligence. For example, a parcel of 
land may be partially in and partially out of a wetland. Whether the parcel is in a wetland has 
regulatory and use implications. Particular kinds of wetlands may preclude any development. 
Proximity of improvements on a parcel to that portion that is in the wetland may restrict forms 
of further development. This proximity may be measure and compliance calculated. 

 

                                                           
3  This does not account for the vagaries of map scales, etc. Generally speaking large scale (more accurate 

map information) may be aggregated up to smaller scale maps. Going from smaller scale (less accurate) 
maps to larger scale very often produces unacceptable results.  
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Figure 3: Data Integration by Location 

 
 

 Spatial Analysis. The fourth dimension of GIS is spatial analysis. Spatial analytics 
range from simple proximity calculations to complex modeling. Examples of spatial 
analytics include: Geometric analysis – measures of distance, area, proximity, overlap, 
inclusion, exclusion; Raster analysis – interpreting photo image reflectance to 
determine land cover, land use, vegetative states; Modeling – for epidemiology, soil 
loss, sediment loading, demographics, economics, crime, etc.; and Visualization – 
physical, cultural, and scientific results displayed in a geographic context. 

A basic example of spatial analysis is network analysis. A 911 dispatcher seeks to send 
a fire truck to a reported fire. The first question would be what is the nearest fire 
station (proximity)? The fire station nearest to the fire may not be the best place to 
dispatch fire trucks because there may be impediments such as a river with no nearby 
bridge to quickly cross it. The second question is what is the shortest route from the 
fire station to the fire? The more important question is what is the quickest route from 
the fire station to fire? That may be different that nearest or the shortest routes because 
of impediments along the roadway (stop signs, restricted lanes, real-time traffic 
conditions, etc.). GIS can optimize the route given all real world conditions 
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Figure 4: Spatial Analysis 

 
 

Traditionally, geographic information system technology has existed as a distinct area of 
information technology. This is in part because until very recently it has been very much 
proprietary technology. That is to suggest that most GIS vendors have their own data models, 
algorithms, and spatial data formats. Increasingly, GIS is becoming more open technology-based 
that exist within standard RDBMS constructs.  
 
GIS has been characterized as “horizontal technology”. That means it is used for a variety of 
purposes. In local government, for example, GIS is used by:  

 Assessors to manage equalize assessments;  

 Planners to understand environmental and quality of life issues in the development of 
plans; 

 Public Works departments to manage assets, and predict transportation and 
water/waste water system needs based on population growth; 

 Legislative bodies to create models based on a wide range of demographic information 
for redistricting; 

 Agricultural agencies to conduct point and non-point pollution studies based on 
existing and predictive measures based on land management and other factors; 

 Health and Human Services agencies to enhance service delivery to client. 
 
Notwithstanding its ubiquity of purpose and function in the governmental context, there has 
been little deep integration of GIS with the business systems used by government. This is even 
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though many governmental functions rely on the same data. For example, parcels and addresses 
are used by every level of government from townships to federal agencies. As GIS has evolved, 
however, it has become much more oriented toward integration. 
 
Figure 5: depicts a chronological perspective on the organizational evolution of GIS. What this 
figure represents is a historical reflection on the impact of GIS and a depiction of the future of 
the technology – in particular on its intersection with SAS technology.  
 

Figure 5: Historical and Future Trends of GIS 

Organizational Evolution of GIS

Project Based

Workgroup Based

Departmental Based
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Networked
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1960s – 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s Future
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C. Intersection of SAS and GIS Technology 

As Figure 5 illustrates, GIS is increasingly becoming enterprise technology. The future of GIS is 
one of a technology that is not only enterprise, but at many levels embedded in business system 
and transparent to users. This is not to suggest that formal, analytical GIS operations will cease, 
but rather that the power of GIS must become an integral part of the business and systems of 
government. The intersection of SAS and GIS will increasingly occur in two discreet dimensions.  

1. Business and Data System Interoperability 

As GIS technology has evolved, there are increasing forms and degrees of system 
interoperability. Traditionally, the principal driver for data sharing, integration, and 
interoperability has been the cost of data acquisition and maintenance. Increasingly though, 
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the drivers are business system integration, web/data/application services, simplified 
system administration, and operations, asset, financial, and human resource management.  

 
As a practical matter, GIS technology 
has been somewhat ill-suited for 
integration and interoperability from 
the non-spatial perspective – 
particularly in multi-vendor 
environments. By itself, GIS can 
manage a wide range of locational 
related non-spatial data. With some 
effort, GIS can pull data from database 
instances and other sources. What it 
does not do well is ETL-like functions.  
 
Because GIS has evolved in its own 
way as, more or less, proprietary 
technology distinct from mainstream 
information systems, it does not have 
the seamless capabilities of technology 
like SAS ETL Server and SAS 
Intelligent Warehousing to manage, 
mediate, and publish related non-
spatial data from business systems and 
legacy databases. As will be seen in the 
next section, SAS technology will help 
empower enterprise class business and 

system integration.  

2. Analytics and Performance Management 

The next point of intersection of SAS and GIS is within the realm of business and analytics 
intelligence and performance management. Best management practices are driving 
executive decision support, performance monitoring, and business and analytic 
intelligence.  
 
From the SAS perspective, these powerful analytics can have a locational aspect (e.g., 
organized by district, municipality, etc.). What SAS technology does not easily permit, 
however, is a spatial or geographic dimension. GIS offers that spatial dimension. What is 
the implication of the spatial dimension for analytics? Metrics can be established and 
measured at a very fine unit of analysis.  
 
For example, most transportation agencies manage roadways, related assets, and business 
events by locations both linear and point. An accident happens at a single location along the 
roadway. Pavement is managed along a linear length of roadway. Transportation planning 
models are based on an area – one that may or may not conform to well defined 
administrative boundaries such as Census tracts, blocks, or minor civil divisions. Spatial 
data integration allows these otherwise disparate units of analysis to be brought together – 
both in map form and with related attributes. Spatial analytics bring unique and otherwise 
unavailable richness of information to decisions. An example of this richness is the situation 
where population models drive, traffic pattern models, which may relate to a very specific 
stretch of road – perhaps as refined as between intersections. Decision makers can, in turn, 

Data Integration: A Real World Example
In one of our client circumstances, assessment and other 
records are managed and maintained on what is known as the 
“IMS” system. This database resides on an IBM on OS390, a 
1970’s era mainframe. Given its vintage, this database is 
limited functionally. It does not support complex data models 
and integration with more contemporary RDBMS systems is 
questionable. That being said, extracts from the database are 
made and exported to SQL Server and Oracle databases. This 
process requires a good deal of human intervention and can be 
considered a “brute force” form of integration. More 
importantly, the IMS system is rapidly becoming functionally 
obsolete – meaning that it is not adequate to meet the 
mandates and business needs of the client. For example, the 
IMS does not permit multiple addresses for a single parcel. 
With condominiums, shopping centers, etc., this functionality is 
essential. Moreover, the level of effort required to integrate 
various business systems and databases from the IMS is very 
costly and time consuming. As a result completion of basic 
functions such as certifying the tax role, providing an accurate 
public record of ownership and assessment data are delayed. 
In this circumstance, we have proposed to the client to adopt 
SAS ETL Server and SAS Intelligent Warehousing to pull 
information from the IMS system and to build robust data 
models to support current needs and publish that data into a 
central data warehouse for general access and into data marts 
to support specific business system data model needs.  
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anticipate road usage to design for future traffic conditions at the most relevant unit of the 
roadway. In addition, armed with spatial and non-spatial analytics, decision makers can 
model road deterioration to determine repair or replace scenarios.  
 
Further, SAS analytical technology has the capability of enhancing the traditional modeling 
undertaken in GIS. These might include more advanced analytics for environmental 
modeling; they might include bringing financial analytics to bear on asset management 
decisions, reporting, and sourcing funding.  
 
All of these new functions require integration of spatial data and technologies with 
traditional business systems. The governmental financial crisis is forcing jurisdictions to 
confront technological stove pipes and, prudently, adopt technologies that improve 
management and push government down the path to greater economies of scale. 
 
The notion of the intersection of SAS and GIS is what we have characterized as the “Fifth 
Dimension of GIS – Spatially Enabling Business and Analytic Intelligence”.  

D. Case Studies 

The Fifth Dimension of GIS is a new concept in the GIS industry. While many agencies seek 
spatially enabled business and analytic intelligence, few have undertaken it. What follows are 
two case studies. One is a project that is about to begin at the time this paper is being authored. 
The other has been proposed to a client. They represent discreet examples intersection of SAS 
and GIS 

1. Case Study 1: Business and Data System Interoperability 

This case study illustrates the concepts of business and data system interoperability in the 
context of spatially enabled enterprise addressing system for a large, growing, urban 
county.4  

a. The Problem 

The client has a simple plea, i.e., to help improve, modernize, and centralize address 
data storage and administration in order to provide a single, automated, consistent, 
and standardized reference address data source to support business functions and 
systems. Key features of a final enterprise addressing system (EAS) deployment would 
include: Business application interoperability; transparent and ubiquitous access; 
consistent and reliable data; and integration of the multiple dimensions of addresses 
such as site addresses, actual and theoretical address ranges, mailing addresses, and 
spatial representations. This includes creation of a centralized address maintenance 
and serving function. The goal is a system that meets the maximum number of 
business needs across the County including 911/Public Safety.  
 
A countywide address system has numerous complications. Multiple business systems 
collect, maintain, and use addresses. Some complexities include: 

 Classes of Addresses. There are three basic classes of addresses for most local 
government purposes: 1) Situs Addresses; 2) Mailing Addresses; and 3) 
Geographic Addresses. Each is different in its structure and application. Some 

                                                           
4  This project has been proposed to and is being considered by a client. 
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addresses can be more than one class. Situs addresses are those assigned, created, 
and maintained by the County or one of its local municipal jurisdictions. As such, 
they typically exist within the County’s physical jurisdiction and/or area of 
business interest. Situs addresses typically have known locations on the ground 
(e.g., a parcel, condo, utility feature, park, etc.). Mailing addresses can also be 
situs addresses but their primary purpose is mail delivery. In many cases they are 
simply Post Office box numbers or addresses that exist outside of the County so 
are only used for mailing purposes. Finally, geographic addresses have known 
coordinates and can be mapped using a County GIS. Most situs addresses are also 
geographic addresses if they are part of a GIS.  

 Types and Representations of Addresses. EAS addresses will be used for 
different purposes by different consumers. Situs addresses may be associated 
with multiple features on the ground and as such can be represented in terms of 
their location in multiple ways. For example, the same situs address can have a 
parcel centroid location, driveway access location, and building structure 
location. Deciding on types of addresses from a business use perspective and how 
they need to be represented geographically will have a significant impact on the 
final County EAS data model and maintenance system. Finally, most situs 
addresses will also be represented in an address range format tied to street 
centerline geometry for geographic representation and Geocoding purposes.  

 Maintaining Data Integrity. A major goal of EAS will be to deploy a physical 
database structure and support tools that ensure data integrity during data 
maintenance and exchange with external business systems. Tabular and spatial 
referential integrity mechanisms, field value domains, and other DBMS and GIS 
constructs will be implemented to accomplish this purpose. For example, situs 
address numbers and street names must be compliant with street centerline 
names and address ranges (both theoretical and actual). Exceptions will need to 
be supported due to accommodate maintenance workflow issues that can arise.  

 Database Construction. Migration of existing County spatial and non-spatial 
address data as well as related business/GIS data into a new EAS database 
structure will not be a trivial effort. In this case, Oracle, SAS, and ESRI 
technologies will be employed to facilitate migration and handle required data 
scrubbing and cleansing. Types of expected data scrubbing/cleansing that will 
need to be performed, include: 

 Actual field values relative to defined domains 

 Address range versus situs number and street name consistency 

 Standardized street names and abbreviations 

 Validated database records relative to field signage 

 Verification/clean-up of address attribute feature relationships including 
parcel number, building number, Emergency Service Number assignment, 
etc. 
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Figure 6: Spatially Enabled EAS Conceptual Architecture 

 

 

b. The Solution 

Figure 6 presents a conceptual vision of enterprise address system architecture. This 
architecture takes a strategic approach to the EAS components. It is strategic because 
the architecture supports and enhances, but does not drive, agency business systems.  
 
The central concept of this architecture is found in the “integration tier”. This is 
framework which will drive management, maintenance, and access to spatial and non-
spatial address information. At the core of this integration framework is SAS’s ETL 
Server technology. Because address data has a large non-spatial component, there is a 
need to create a consistent, validated view of that data. SAS’s ETL Server technology is 
proposed to mediate among various agencies and their business systems. ETL Server 
can pull non-spatial data from nearly any database and/or business system. In that 
process, data can be validated, cleansed, and pushed back into the originating business 
system. 
 
In addition, ETL Server can publish cleansed data to an enterprise repository or 
warehouse in a generic data model or into a data mart to meet a specific business need. 
SAS’s Intelligent Warehouse technology manages both the repository and data marts 
in a virtual (non-duplicated) form. Direct maintenance of EAS is abstracted from ETL 
and publication forms. 
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For spatial-related data, the architecture proposes a similar kind of function, especially 
in terms of publication in a generic spatial data repository or into business specific 
data marts. ESRI’s ArcSDE is primary technology to maintain, manage, and publish 
spatial data.  
 
The integration framework also provides a means by which Web and application 
services are provided. ArcGIS Server technology would be used to provide a set of 
standard spatial analytics such as location referencing, discovery and extraction, 
validation, and reporting. Where appropriate, ArcGIS Server can also provide explicit 
spatial editing tools to support address maintenance. 
 
The SAS Information Delivery Portal will provide a “public” view address data that is 
entirely Web based. Constituents, system subscribers, municipalities, and others will 
be able to leverage the Information Delivery Portal for validation, reporting, and 
analytics. This technology also supports data capture to provide a feed-back 
mechanism. This portal has the capacity to represent spatial and non-spatial data 
entities. In addition, it can be used to support a wide range of users and uses beyond 
addressing. 

c. The Value 

Some key strategic aspects of this proposed architecture include: 

 Abstracted Functionality. This architecture is designed to abstract maintenance 
and publication of spatial and non-spatial data from operational and business 
systems. This design philosophy maximizes flexibility at an operational level. It 
also reduces obstructive dependencies. 

 Transparency. For the bulk of users and uses, this architecture will make 
integration and access to the EAS transparent. Meaning that individual business 
systems can transparently leverage reliable, consistent spatial and non-spatial 
address information. 

 Augmentation. A critical aspect of this approach is that it is intended to augment 
systems, processes, and staff effort. This technical framework will allow 
stakeholders to add value to the completeness, quality, and timeliness of address 
and related data – thereby augmenting the enterprise. In turn, individual business 
systems can leverage this better data augmenting those systems at an operational 
level.  

 Ubiquity. A key element to this approach is ubiquity of access for stakeholders 
and systems within and outside of County government.  

 Consistency. A central theme of this architecture is to provide consistent, quality, 
and timely spatial and non-spatial address information. This architecture will 
enable County agencies to “ground truth” address data and contribute this 
intelligence to the CAS/CSDR. 

 Web Enabled. This architecture provides systems and user access data and 
application services through traditional and Web-enabled mechanisms. 
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2. Case Study 2: Performance Management 

This case study illustrates the concepts of business and data system interoperability and 
performance management in the context of a Road Infrastructure Management System 
(RIMS) system for a large, fully developed urban county.5  

a. The Problem 

This project is located in a large, urban county in the “rust belt”. With industrial 
decline, have come decreasing funds for operations, including management and 
maintenance of the County road system. Road deterioration is hastened and 
aggravated by a lack of good information to support planning, repair, and 
maintenance. The information systems supporting road management are old and 
decentralized enough that it is difficult for decision makers to triage repairs. This 
project is intended to enhance supporting information systems as a necessary 
precondition to improving the road system. 

b. The Solution 

The RIMS Project is an enterprise decision-support system that will bring together 
world-class technology with best management practices to help the County enhance its 
roads and related infrastructure. This will be accomplished by using automation, 
system integration, and process improvement to advance overall management of fixed, 
natural, financial, and mobile assets, and human resources. This system, when 
implemented, will advance the lofty and visionary goals of improved operations, 
enhanced decision-making, optimal deployment of human and capital resources, 
improved service delivery, and overall accountability. This system will automate the 
full life-cycle of road management – from taking constituent complaints to creating 
work-orders for repairs; from planning for regular maintenance to managing 
equipment, staff, and inventory and ensuring that costs are allocated to the 
appropriate funding source. 
 
Key system components include: 

 Complaint and Work Order Management. This system incorporates a Complaint 
and Services Request component to support the overall workflow within the 
Department of Public Service. RIMS will publish status to constituents via a Web 
interface.  

 Resource Management. Managers will be able to track time, equipment, and 
material resources utilized in many of the daily activities involved in the 
maintenance of the County road infrastructure. 

 Financial Management. RIMS will enable managers to better and more accurately 
track and account for expenses through integration with the County’s accounting 
and personnel timekeeping systems within a user-friendly interface. 

 Asset Management. This system will enable modeling trends, establish 
benchmarks, and model future expenditures in what-if  scenarios to assist in the 
selection of the appropriate actions for the inventory and management of 
Pavement and Road Structures, Bridges and Appurtenances, Signs and Signals, 
Forestry, and Buildings/Facilities. 

                                                           
5  This project has been proposed to and accepted by the client. At the time of this writing, the project is 

under contractual negotiations.  
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 Mobile Asset Management. RIMS incorporates Automated Vehicle Location 
(AVL) technology to track work and dispatch crews using a GIS linked to the 
County’s existing digital base-map. 

 Wireless and Mobile Computing. RIMS delivers tools and data in real time to 
staff in the field via a secure, wireless virtual private network (VPN). 

 Performance Management and Reporting. This system will provide staff at all 
levels access to key information using standard reporting and a Web-based 
“dashboard” of maps, status, and performance. This dashboard can be structured 
to define appropriate information for different levels of decision-making – from 
field staff to executive management. 

 

Figure 7 RIMS Conceptual Architecture 

 
 

c. The Value 

Objectives of the RIMS Project include: 

 Performance Based Management. The principal outcome of the RIMS project is 
the development of a system that will improve roads and the process of how 
infrastructure is managed. The County can establish acceptable levels of 
performance and, in turn, measure, report, and act upon results. Metrics may 
include things like complaint response times, inventory costs, and asset life-
cycles. This system will enable decision makers to understand how well roads are 
being managed – against budget and work plans and in response to events. 
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 Improved Constituent Relationships. RIMS will help the County to 
communicate its efforts, accomplishments, and plans to constituents. For 
example, a taxpayer or constituent complaint will be tracked from intake to 
resolution. At any time during that process, the County can inform the taxpayer 
of the status and planned resolution date. 

 Optimized Financial Management and Cost Recovery. One of the biggest 
challenges in road asset management is the allocation of costs against the myriad 
of funding sources – federal, state, and, local. This system will enable the use of 
activity-based costing to optimize reimbursement of County expenses. The 
analysis and report tools available in the RIMS will help the County collect all it is 
entitled to and to source new funding for projects. 

 Enhanced Asset Management. The decision making tools in the RIMS will help 
the County better understand priority needs and issues. In turn, RIMS will help 
optimize the allocation of resources to priority projects. RIMS analytical tools will 
enable the County to do predictive modeling to understand, for example, the 
useful life of various road surfaces based on traffic patterns and preventive 
maintenance alternatives. The outcome will be better decisions based on better 
information. 

E. Conclusion 

The Fifth Dimension of GIS – Spatially Enabling Business and Analytic Intelligence 
 
The Fifth Dimension of GIS characterizes the intersection of GIS and SAS technology. The Fifth 
Dimension leverages emerging technologies to provide spatial and non-spatial data and 
application services that are embedded, transparent, and ubiquitous. This Dimension moves GIS 
beyond an enterprise information system initiative, making it a central and interoperable part of 
government’s most critical business information systems including environmental, ERP, asset, 
financial, human resource, justice, emergency management, and customer relationship 
management. An essential technology for anytime, anywhere location-based information access, 
applications, analytics, and decision support. 
 
The Fifth Dimension extends the concept of GIS interoperability and integration beyond just 
spatial data and technology. This concept creates new value for government by leveraging the 
power of place and analytics in support of decision-making, science, governance, and 
operations. A major focus is the design and implementation of true strategic intelligence 
frameworks that connect disparate, but indispensable, threads of spatial and non-spatial data 
across different information systems and business units. This creates broader knowledge and 
understanding within organizations at all levels of decision-making.  
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